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General
Do Enemy Ship cards get shuffled into the Enemy Deck, 
or should they be kept separate?

It’s easier to keep them separate in their own little deck, 
next to the Enemy deck.

Can I sail through another ship’s space?

Yes, as long as you have enough Navigation points to 
finish in unoccupied space.

What should I do if there are two equal choices, such as 
an enemy having two possible routes?

Roll the Fate die and let Fate decide!

I’ve just returned from a Port visit/Expedition/Board-
ing and all Crew are placed Below Deck. Can I choose 
where to place them and use Upgrades?

Yes, though they may only use Upgrades if they are not 
Fatigued (p18)
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A Story card instructed me to spawn a Storm, but it’s 
only Act 1. Do I ignore this?

No, you should spawn the Act 2 Storm early.

At the end of the Act it says to spawn an Enemy Ship 
on a random Enemy Ship Spawn space, but I haven’t 
found one yet. Do I still spawn an Enemy Ship?

No, they cannot spawn if an ENemy Ship Spawn space has 
been discovered.

I’m stuck! I haven’t found a Port yet and my Crow’s 
Nest has been destroyed, so I can’t discover new tiles 
and have no way to repair my Crow’s Nest. Is it game 
over?

This is an incredibly rare set of circumstances, but yes, you 
should reset and start over.
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Ports

Combat

advanced rules

The Denizen Passenger card I’ve drawn wants to be 
taken to the Port I’m visiting. What do I do?

Draw another card.
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Do Enemy Ships require line of sight to attack players?

Yes.
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I’ve completed boarding an Enemy Ship, but what is 
the reward for this? It says “Collect the Spoils Reward 
displayed in the bottom left corner of the Enemy Ship 
board” but I cannot find it…

This is the one and only mistake that we’re aware of, so 
there is no number in the corner of the ENemy Ship board. 
However, this is an easy fix! Simply roll on the Spoils table 
equal to the current Act (Act 2=2 Spoils table rolls)
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Do Port actions get resolved in an order of my choos-
ing? A Denizen has a Relic I want, but I need to send 
someone to the Marketplace first to sell some stuff.

A: Yes.
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Can enemy special abilities activate if my Crew trig-
gered the Fray?

Yes, it’s just less likely because enemies roll -1 die when 
resolving a Crew triggered Fray
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When Boarding an Enemy Ship, can all Crew be acti-
vated, even if they are Below Deck?

Yes.

If I am victorious after Boarding an Enemy Ship, where 
do all of the Crew go?

They are returned Below Deck.
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